ACI 314 Committee Meeting — Spring Convention 2016
Sunday, April 17th 2016
8:30 AM - 10:00 AM C-203 C
Wisconsin Center, Milwaukee, WI

MINUTES - DRAFT

Voting Members Present: Mike Mota, Esteban Anzola, Larbi Sennour, Mustafa Mahamid, Jim Cagley, Luis E. Garcia, Jorge I. Segura, David Devalve, Jose M. Izquierdo, Jared Brewe, Jason Krohn, Justin Sikorski, JoAnn Browning, Kevin Hampel

Associate Members Present: Gilberto Areiza

Visitors: Mathew Weidner, Remington Reed, Robert Slade, Thai Dam, Gage Delook, Landon Cleary, Greg Zeisler (ACI Staff), Samer Elashri, Chien-Chung Chen, Michael Colbert

1. Welcome and introductions
   1.1. Self-introductions were conducted
   1.2. Quorum requirement 14 voting members – 14 voting members were present. Requirement met.

2. Review agenda
   2.1. Agenda was reviewed and approved.

3. Approval of Denver Convention Minutes
   3.1. Motion by Pepe to approve minutes
   3.2. Second by Larbi Sennour
   3.3. All in favor – Motion carries

4. Announcements and Reports
   4.1. Joint Session between 118 and 314 ‘Leveraging Mobile Technology in Design of Low-Rise Concrete Buildings – Tuesday, April 19th 11AM-1PM C-202 D
   4.2. Luis Garcia provided an update on staff responses to the new ACI 314-R16. Responses were sent by the TG (Mota, Garcia and Izquierdo) and staff accepted. Responses by the TG we will sent to the Committee. The guide is out for publication and should be available shortly.

5. Task Group Presentations:
   - Task Group A — Update 314-R11: Leader Jose Izquierdo-Encarnacion/Luis Garcia
     Suggestion was made by Pepe to develop a project for a 3-5 story structure based on ACI 314-R16. Pepe will be submitting a concept structure to be reviewed by the Committee
   - Task Group B (Disbanded)
     TG will be removed
   - Task Group C — Prestressed/Precast elements and systems: Leader Larbi Sennour
     Larbi proposed that the structure to be proposed by Pepe to be used in conjunction with ACI 550 (Emulation Design)
   - Task Group D — Design aids: Leader Justin Sikorski: Justin presented several flowcharts that will be revise based on ACI 318-14 and will be sent to the Committee for balloting.
• Task Group E (Disbanded)  
  TG will be removed

• Task Group F (Disbanded)  
  TG will be removed

• Task Group G—Design Apps: Ron O’Kane  
  TG will be removed

6. Other work — Future Sessions, Reports

   • Update building projects in Knowledge Center of ACI to ACI 318-14.

7. Other business:
   7.1. None discussed

8. New Business
   8.1. None discussed

9. Adjournment
   9.1. Meeting adjourned at 9:50AM